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EXT. FOREST -- EARLY MORNING1

It’s remote and isolated. Mist drifts between trees. 

THE MAN (50s) appears, silhouetted. He drags a heavy sack 
behind him... passes, then --

-- a chubby pug dog appears, struggling to keep up. He’s BOB. 
The nametag on his collar JINGLES.

EXT. GRAVESITE -- EARLY MORNING2

Bob watches as The Man digs dirt from a shallow grave. 

His little eyes sharpen on the sack: a WOMAN’S HAND has 
spilled. 

A bracelet hangs limply from her stiff, dead wrist. Her nails 
are painted.

INT. CAR TRUNK -- DAY3

The Man dumps the shovel and empty sack inside, closes the 
trunk.

EXT. ROAD -- DAY4

A BLACK CAR snakes along a windy road, cutting between swathes 
of forest.

INT. BLACK CAR (MOVING) -- DAY5

The Man drives. His weathered, bloody hand grips the wheel.

Bob rides shotgun. He feels the wind on his face.

ON BLACK:

TITLE CARD: “ACCOMPLICE”.

EXT. HOUSE -- DUSK6

It’s a quiet neighborhood. In The Man’s house, a single,  
ominous light is on.
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INT. HALLWAY -- DUSK7

ANOTHER WOMAN’S dead face fills the frame. Her eyes are wide 
and frozen. A beat, then --

-- she’s dragged away, revealing --

-- Bob, watching from his bed.

The Man drags the Woman into the bedroom at the end of the 
hallway, SLAMS the door shut.

Bob lowers his head, frowns.

EXT. GRAVESITE -- DUSK8

Bob watches as The Man shovels dirt into a shallow grave. 
There are lots of graves now.

INT. LOUNGE ROOM -- NIGHT9

MUSIC plays from a turntable. 

A YOUNG WOMAN (30s) is on the sofa. She’s dressed-up, her make-
up is thick.

She nurses a cocktail on her lap. The Man sits nearby. Smoke 
drifts from his cigar. The Young Woman LAUGHS. It annoys him.

Bob watches, eyes focused on the Young Woman. 

He notices a cute DOG KEY-RING attached to her keys. They 
share a look: she likes him. He likes her back.

ON THE MAN

as his expression shifts. His eyes narrow. No more laughing.

INT. HALLWAY -- NIGHT10

The bedroom door is closed. Light cuts through the cracks. The 
Young Woman’s SCREAMS spill from within.

Bob is in his bed, wide awake. Troubled.

CUT TO:

BLACK
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INT. BATHROOM -- NIGHT11

The Man pisses into the toilet bowl.

INT. HALLWAY -- NIGHT12

Bob stirs, woken by --

-- the GASPS of the Young Woman. She slithers along the floor 
next to him, leaving a smear of blood. Her breaths are short 
and fast.

Bob follows her with his eyes as she reaches --

INT. LOUNGE ROOM -- NIGHT13

-- the upturned sofa, a shattered cocktail glass. The scene of 
a struggle. 

Her bag has spilled, the items scattered: purse, make-up, her 
CELLPHONE.

She stretches her bloodied hand towards the phone, desperate. 
Her painted nails touch the edge -- but she can’t reach any 
further. 

Her pleading eyes find Bob. They share a look, broken by --

-- the FLUSHING TOILET. Bob turns towards the bathroom, turns 
back. Meets her eyes. 

INT. BATHROOM -- NIGHT14

The Man washes his hands, a single eye reflecting in the 
mirror.

INT. LOUNGE ROOM -- NIGHT15

The Young Woman’s fingers claw towards the cellphone, hitting 
a key. The wallpaper lights up: a photo of her and her little 
DOG. 

Bob looks at it.

A long beat, then --

BLACK
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INT. LOUNGE ROOM -- NIGHT16

There’s a framed photo of Bob and The Man near the window. 
Behind it, through frosted glass --

-- pulsing red and blue lights. POLICE.

Somebody picks up the photo, dumps it into an evidence bag: a 
FORENSICS INVESTIGATOR. His COLLEAGUE takes photos in the 
hallway.

EXT. HOUSE -- NIGHT17

Police cars are parked out front. OFFICERS move about.

The Man, now handcuffed, is lowered into one of the cars. He 
gives a long, parting look at --

-- Bob, who is tied to a tree near the front door. Alone.

Bob watches as a POLICE OFFICER passes: he looks at him with 
disgust. 

A CROWD has gathered behind a “POLICE LINE: DO NOT CROSS” 
barrier. They look at Bob with disgust too.

He frowns.

Then, through the pedestrian traffic --

-- he spots the Young Woman. She sits in the back of an 
AMBULANCE, a blanket wrapped around her shoulders. 

A long beat, then --

-- their eyes meet. She smiles.

FADE OUT.
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